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Colchicine


	 
	 
	Systematic (IUPAC) name
	N-?[(7S)-?1,?2,?3,?10-?tetramethoxy-?9-?oxo-?5,?6,?7,?9-?tetrahydrobenzo?[a]?heptalen-?7-?yl]?acetamide
	Clinical data
	Drugs.com	monograph
	MedlinePlus	a682711
	Pregnancy cat.	X
	Legal status	RX/POM
	Routes	Oral tablets
	Pharmacokinetic data
	Half-life	9.3 – 10.6 hours
	Excretion	Primarily feces, urine 10-20%
	Identifiers
	CAS number	64-86-8 Y
	ATC code	AC01
	PubChem	CID 6167
	IUPHAR ligand	2367
	DrugBank	DB01394
	ChemSpider	5933 Y
	UNII	SML2Y3J35T Y
	KEGG	D00570 Y
	ChEBI	CHEBI:27882 Y
	ChEMBL	CHEMBL107 Y
	Chemical data
	Formula	O6 
	Mol. mass	399.437
	SMILES
	O=C(N[C@@H]3C1=CC(=O)C(OC)=C/C=C/1c2c(cc(OC)c(OC)c2OC)CC3)C



	InChI
	
InChI=1S/C22H25NO6/c1-12(24)23-16-8-6-13-10-19(27-3)21(28-4)22(29-5)20(13)14-7-9-18(26-2)17(25)11-15(14)16/h7,9-11,16H,6,8H2,1-5H3,(H,23,24)/t16-/m0/s1 Y

 Key:IAKHMKGGTNLKSZ-INIZCTEOSA-N Y





	 Y (verify)


Colchicine is a medication that treats gout. It is a toxic natural product and secondary metabolite, originally extracted from plants of the genus Colchicum (autumn crocus, Colchicum autumnale, also known as “meadow saffron”). It was used originally to treat rheumatic complaints, especially gout, and still finds use for these purposes today despite dosing issues concerning its toxicity.[1] It was also prescribed for its cathartic and emetic effects.
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[edit] History

The plant source of colchicine, the [4]

Colchicine was first isolated in 1820 by the tubulin.

[edit] FDA approval

Oral colchicine had been used for many years as an unapproved drug with no prescribing information, dosage recommendations, or drug interaction warnings approved by the U.S. [9]

[edit] Pharmacology

[edit] Mechanism of action

Colchicine inhibits microtubule polymerization by binding to tubulin, one of the main constituents of microtubules. Availability of tubulin is essential to mitosis, and therefore colchicine effectively functions as a “mitotic poison” or spindle poison.[11]

The karyotype studies.

Apart from inhibiting mitosis (a process heavily dependent on cytoskeletal changes), colchicine also inhibits anti-inflammatory effect.

[edit] Indications

Colchicine has a relatively low [12]

It is also used as an anti-inflammatory agent for long-term treatment of Behçet’s disease.[14]

[edit] Use in cancer treatment

Since one of the defining characteristics of cancer cells is a significantly increased rate of mitosis, this means that cancer cells are significantly more vulnerable to colchicine poisoning than are normal cells. However, the therapeutic value of colchicine against cancer is (as is typical with chemotherapy agents) limited by its toxicity against normal cells.

[edit] Off-label uses

The British drug development company Angiogene is developing a prodrug of a colchicine congener, ZD6126[15] (also known as ANG453) as a treatment for cancer.

Colchicine is also used for constipation-predominant irritable bowel syndrome in women,[17]

[edit] Contraindications

Long-term (prophylactic) regimens of oral colchicine are absolutely contraindicated in patients with advanced renal failure (including those on dialysis). Ten to 20% of a colchicine dose is excreted unchanged by the kidneys. Colchicine is not removed by hemodialysis. Cumulative toxicity is a high probability in this clinical setting. A severe neuromyopathy may result. The presentation includes a progressive onset of proximal weakness, elevated creatine kinase, and sensorimotor polyneuropathy. Colchicine toxicity can be potentiated by the concomitant use of cholesterol-lowering drugs (statins, fibrates). This neuromuscular condition can be irreversible (even after drug discontinuation). Accompanying dementia has been noted in advanced cases. It may culminate in hypercapnic respiratory failure and death. (Minniti-2005)

[edit] Side-effects

Side-effects include gastrointestinal upset and citation needed]

A main side-effect associated with all mitotic inhibitors is peripheral neuropathy, which is a numbness or tingling in the hands and feet due to peripheral nerve damage that can become so severe that reduction in dosage or complete cessation of the drug may be required. Microtubules are involved in vesicular transport. Peripheral nerves are among the longest in the body. Brownian motion is not significant enough in these peripheral nerves to allow vesicles to reach their destination. Thus, they are susceptible to microtubule toxins.[citation needed]

[edit] Toxicity

Colchicine poisoning has been compared to respiratory failure. Recovery may begin within six to eight days.

There is no specific antidote for colchicine, though various treatments exist.[1]

[edit] Biosynthesis

Several experiments show that the biosynthesis of colchicine involves the amino acids phenylalanine and tyrosine as precursors. Indeed, the feeding of Colchicum autumnale with radioactive amino acid, tyrosine-2-C14, caused the latter to partially incorporate in the ring system of colchicine. The induced absorption of radioactive phenylalanine-2-C14 by Colchicum byzantinum, another plant of the Colchicaceae family, resulted in its efficient absorption by colchicine.[21]

	 


[edit] Botanical use

Since tetraploid instead of diploid). While this would be fatal in animal cells, in plant cells it is not only usually well tolerated but in fact frequently results in plants that are larger, hardier, faster-growing, and in general more desirable than the normally diploid parents; for this reason, this type of genetic manipulation is frequently used in breeding plants commercially.

When such a tetraploid plant is crossed with a diploid plant, the cross-pollination with a diploid parent to induce fruit production.

Colchicine’s ability to induce polyploidy can be also exploited to render infertile hybrids fertile, for example in breeding hexaploid triticale.

When used to induce polyploidy in plants, colchicine cream is usually applied to a growth point of the plant, such as an apical tip, shoot, or sucker. Also, seeds can be presoaked in a colchicine solution before planting. Another way to induce polyploidy is to chop off the tops of plants and carefully examine the regenerating lateral shoots and suckers to see if any look different.[22] If no visual difference is evident, flow cytometry can be used for analysis.

Doubling of plant chromosome numbers also occurs spontaneously in nature, with many familiar plants being fertile octoploid.

[edit] Marketing exclusivity in the United States

As a drug predating the FDA, colchicine was sold in the [25]

Numerous consensus guidelines, and previous randomized controlled trials, had concluded that colchicine is effective for acute flares of gouty arthritis. However, as of 2006, the drug was not formally approved by the FDA, owing to the lack of a conclusive [28]

In April 2010, in an editorial in the [29]

In September 2010, the FDA ordered a halt to marketing unapproved single-ingredient oral colchicine.[30]
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	Uricosurics	
	primary: Probenecid
	Sulfinpyrazone
	Benzbromarone
	Isobromindione


	secondary: Amlodipine
	Atorvastatin
	Fenofibrate
	Guaifenesin
	Losartan



	 
	Xanthine oxidase inhibitors	
	Allopurinol#
	Oxypurinol
	Tisopurine

 other: Febuxostat
	Phytic acid
	Myo-inositol)



	 
	Mitotic inhibitors	
	Colchicine



	 
	Other	
	Cinchophen
	aspirin
	Sevelamer
	Rasburicase
	Pegloticase)



	 
	
	#WHO-EM
	‡Withdrawn from market
	Clinical trials:
	†Phase III
	§Never to phase III
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